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CUSHIONS
Plump comfy cushions for pampered 

posteriors. Luxurious and smooth linen fabric, 

available in two sizes. Every inch of the design 

is fully customisable to match your brand.
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BEANBAGS
Are you sitting comfortably? Our new range of 

bean bags are an amazing addition to any indoor 

or outdoor space. Fully customisable to match your 

brand from top to bottom.

A LARGE CHECK-IN SUITCASE  78cm x 52cm x 28cm  from £106.55 each  WMPELARG 

B MEDIUM SUITCASE  68cm x 42cm x 25cm  from £96.49 each  WMPEMEDI

C OVERNIGHT BUSINESS CARRY-ON SUITCASE  39cm x 47cm x 22cm  from £88.67 each  WMPEOVER

D CABIN CARRY-ON SUITCASE  58cm x 34cm x 23cm  from £88.67 each  WMPECABI

OUTDOOR ARMCHAIR BEAN BAG NEW 

      Child  45cm x 50cm x 45cm  from £97.76 each  WMUKARM2  

A   Junior  60cm x 70cm x 55cm  from £148.28  each  WMUKARM1 

B   Adult  80cmx 96cmx 75cm  from £220.91 each  WMUKARMC

CUBE BEAN BAG 

      Indoor  50cm x 50cm x 50cm  from £76.70 each  WMUKCUBE 

C  Outdoor  50cm x 50cm x 50cm  from £79.65 each  WMUKCUB1

A 15MM LANYARDS  from 42p each  NKA1LAN1 

B 20MM LANYARDS  from 49p each  NKA1LAN2

C 25MM LANYARDS  from 59p each  NKA1LAN4

A 40CM CUSHION 

from £13.32 each  WMUKSMOO 

B 60CM CUSHION 

from £22.13 each  WMUKSMO1
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call us FREE on
0800 999 8399
Book an online video 
meeting or order at 
www.nettl.com

Humans are hard-wired to pay attention to anything we’ve not seen before. 

But we’re also programmed to trust things we’re familiar with.

That’s why branded items work so well in marketing. Cool stuff gets noticed 

instantly. But seeing a brand each and every day does magical things. 

A relationship starts to develop. Familiarity creates a subtle bond. 

Winning new business needs multiple touchpoints. Go ahead and introduce 

yourself, with innovative and eye-catching ideas from September’s collection 

of captivating curiosities.
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LANYARDS
Add some whoosh to your Zoom. Some wow 

to your workwear. Look the business with 

professional branded lanyards, printed both 

sides in fabulous full colour, in three width 

options. Metal badge clip included.

NEW

LUGGAGE
Look like a business that’s going places with suitcases and travel 

bags, printed entirely in your brand. Add logos or full colour images 

on both sides. 4 sizes to choose from, each with a 2 year warranty.
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FACE MASKS
Choose your style of branded face 

masks for your business, your team,  

your clients and visitors. Wearing a face 

mask helps to reduce the distance that 

virus-carrying droplets can travel.

Our masks are not medical grade. 

So you don’t need to worry about 

competing with care homes or the NHS 

for supply. They are a great addition 

to workwear or as a giveaway to help 

people protect others.

A  PREMIUM FACE MASKS  Mix and match 

your own designs  5 from £34  MASKS5C

B  LUXURY FACE MASKS  Mix and match your 

own designs  5 from £45  MASKSL5 

C  REGULAR FACE MASKS  A lightweight 

single layered face mask, beautifully printed 

on gentle polyester fabric.  

Adult and child sizes  25 from £129  MASKSBC

D  BLACK FOAM MASKS 

Simple, unprinted black masks are our 

lowest cost option, one size 

10 from £20  £25.00  MASKSF10 
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A  WALL Fix the back 300(w) x 650(h)mm panel 

to a wall  £129.60 each  IGHSSW30

B  FLOOR 6  Free-standing 600(w) x 1500(h)mm sign 

with base  £243.90 each  IGHSSF60

C  FLOOR 3  Narrower 300(w) x 1500(h)mm 

freestanding design, printed one side or both  

£197.10 each  IGHSSF30

D  DESKTOP  Stick on counters – 300(w) x 650(h)mm 

with base included  £170.10 each  IGHSSC30

HAND SANITY
Prevent the spread with Hand Sanitising 

Stations. We can design to suit your brand 

or choose from ready-made designs. Each 

includes a refillable, automatic hand sanitiser. 

One litre container (included) can be filled 

with hand gel (not included). Powered by 4x 

C-sized batteries (not included).
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CAPTIVATING
of ALL NEW

 

YOUR delightful BRAND
to help promote

The FINEST selection

CURIOSITIES



SOCKS  95% Polyester/ 5% Lycra 

from £11.58 per pair  WMUKPERS

SOCKS
Looking to treat your staff or customer's 

feet? Get your brand travelling in style 

with these unisex personalised socks. 

Available in 3 sizes, printed edge to 

edge with a black toe and heel.

MAGNETS  76mm x 58mm 

from £4.33 each  WMUKREC2

COASTERS
Protect those desks and get in your clients' 

eye-line! Our heat-resistent hardwood 

coaster sets are a cost effective way to be 

seen. Design each coaster to be different, 

or get a matching set.

MUGS
Literally get your logo in their face with 

branded drinkware. Mugs make an 

appearance on desks, conference calls and 

morning commutes. A great giveaway to 

clients or for your own workplace. 

COASTER SET (PACK OF 4)  

A  Square  90mm x 90mm 

 from £9.13 per pack  WMUKSQUA

B  Circle  90mm x 90mm 

 from £8.25 per pack  WMUKCOAS

SPORTS BOTTLE   

A  Silver  170mm(h) x 65mm(d) 

 from £7.96 each  WMUKSPOR

B  White  170mm(h) x 65mm(d) 

 from £7.96 each  WMUKSPOR

A  CERAMIC TRAVEL MUG  

from £9.55 each  WMUKCER1 

B  CERAMIC MUG 

from £7.96 each  WMUKCERA
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BUTTON BADGES
Let your brand be bright as a button with these new 

button badges. Lapels, pockets, bags, hats and scarves 

nationwide will be brimming with excitement.
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FRESHENERS
Smell is our most powerful sense. 

It instantly connects memories. 

Associate your brand with a fragrance 

and make people feel good.

Choose from these tantalising scents: 

Apple, Clean & Fresh, Clean Car, 

Coffee, Cool Water, Cotton Flower, 

Cranberry, Cut Grass, Eagle, Mango, Mint, 

Fruits of the Forest, Ice Noir, Oriental Night, 

Rain Forest, Sport, Spring Water, Strawberry, 

Vanilla, Very Berry and Zodiac.

Order a sample smell from £1.50 

including delivery with code WMMSAIR8

A  38MM BUTTON BADGES  from 14p each  NKA1BUT1 

B  55MM BUTTON BADGES  from 17p each  NKA1BUT3

C  75MM BUTTON BADGES  from 29p each  NKA1BUT5

A  SQUARE  from 25p each  WMMSSQUA 

B  CIRCLE  from 25p each  WMMSCIR1

C  RECTANGLE  from 25p each  WMMSAIRF

D  CUSTOM SHAPE  from 25p each  WMMSAIR6
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SPORTS BOTTLES
Water good idea! Our full colour 

branded sports bottles are a 

neat branded gift to keep 

your team or clients 

hydrated on the go. 
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MAGNETS
New hardwood premium magnets 

with a wipeable high-gloss finish 

for sticky brand awareness with 

magnetic attraction. Keep your 

contact details on their fridge.
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UMBRELLAS
No one likes a soggy client! We can’t 

always count on the sun to make an 

appearance but we can be prepared. 

Keep guests dry with custom branded 

umbrellas showcasing your logo.

UMBRELLAS  60” umbrellas with alternating 

colour block panels followed by a white panel to print 

your logo or graphic. Available in black, red, dark blue 

light blue or green  from £15.63 each £17.38  WMUKGOLF
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